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Farfetch creates  new sneaker hub
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full.

Today in luxury:

The Alexander McQueen documentary trailer is hereand it is  mesmerizing

It has been eight years since Alexander McQueen's tragic passing, and the fashion industry still hasn't quite
recovered. Now, we have a new look at his groundbreaking career, courtesy of a documentary that will be released
on June 8. The film chronicles the life and work of fashion's most famous enfant terrible, including some of his
most mesmerizing set designsKate Moss hologram, anyone? says Who What Wear.

Click here to read the entire article on Who What Wear

Maisonette and Moda Operandi celebrate mommy-and-me style

The Upper East Side school scene is already filled with fancy ballet flats and haute It bags, but what happens when
an haute retailer joins forces with one of the most stylish childrenswear ecommerce sites? The fashionable result
took place yesterday when Maisonette and Moda Operandi partnered for a trunk show and celebration for their
Mommy & Me collection, reports Vogue.

Click here to read the entire story on Vogue
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Farfetch partners with Stadium Goods on sneaker hub

Shortly after revealing that it would have a concept space within Nordstrom's men's store in New York it's  still to be
determined when that will be up and running the sneaker retailer has teamed with marketplace Farfetch to sell a
curated selection of its  inventory on Farfetch's new sneaker hub, which launches May 2, and will feature shoes from
a variety of international retailers, according to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire story on Women's Wear Daily

Tesla's bull-bear war heads for key battle

The perennial tug-of-war between Tesla Inc. bulls and bears is moving toward a potential pivot point with short-
sellers digging in deep, per Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire story on Bloomgberg
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